
 

Terms and Conditions 
 

1. This Samsung TV promotion (the “Promotion’’) comprises an opportunity for customers to get a discount 

(“Discount”); or a complimentary sound bar free of charge  (“Sound Bar”) with every purchase of certain 

Samsung TV models limited to the following: Q9F ( 88”, 75” ) ; Q8C ( 75” , 65” ) ; Q7F ( 75”, 65” , 55” ) Q7C ( 65” , 

55” ) ; FRAME TV ( 65” , 55” ) MU8000 ( 82” , 75” , 65” , 55”  ) ;  MU7000 ( 75” , 65” , 55” , 50” , 43”) MU9500 ( 

65” , 55” ) MU8500 ( 65” , 55” ) ; MU7350 ( 65” , 55”, 49” ) ; M6500 ( 55”,  49” ) ; M6000 ( 49” ) ;  M5000 ( 49” ,  

40” ) J5200 ( 49” , 40” ) K4000 ( 32” ) J4303 (32” )  (the “Products”). 

 

 

2. The Promotion is valid from the 15th of April 2018 until the 15th of July 2018 (“Promotion Period”) and is 
available at the following Samsung authorized retail stores: Carrefour, E-Max, Eros RBG; Harman; Jackys BS; 
Jumbo; LuLu; Sharaf DG; and Samsung Brand Shops (“Stores”) in the United Arab Emirates in addition to 
Samsung authorized stores in Qatar, Kuwait, Oman and Bahrain (“Territory”). 

 
 
3. With every purchase of any of the Products, a complimentary Discount or Sound Bar may be provided to 
the purchaser as selected by the Stores salesmen. 
 
4. The Discount or Sound Bar shall at all times be subject to availability.    
  
 
5. Samsung and its partners shall not be liable for any costs or damages that may incur as a result of the loss 
of the any related documents/receipts to the Promotion  
 
6. Samsung shall be entitled at its sole discretion, to terminate or add or modify the Promotion or to modify 
these Terms and Conditions at any time prior to, or during the Promotion Period. 
 
 
7. Samsung shall not be liable to the customer for any loss and/or damages of any kind suffered in 
connection with the purchase, redemption and/or use of this Promotion, Discount or Sound Bar; or the inability 
to use this Promotion. 
 
 
8. By participating in this Promotion, the customer accepts that any dispute of whatever nature which is 
directly or indirectly related to these Terms and Conditions or to his or her participation in the Promotion, shall 
be subject to, governed and construed by the laws and regulations of the country where the Stores are located 
and such disputes shall be resolved by the competent courts of that country.  

 


